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Resolution stirs up student government
ASBSU invites
people to attend
Corum on war
By Elizabeth Puckett
The Arbiter -------
Students attended ASBSU
Senate meetings during the past
two weeks to voice both opposi-
tion and support for the ASBSU
resolution opposing a war with
Iraq.
ASBSU invites students to an
open forum Thursday at 7 p.m.
in the Student Union Barnwell
room to provide the senate with
feedback.
The resolution, introduced
Jan. 23, called for a university-
wide walkout at noon on the day
after the U.S. Congress declares
war. The resolution also states
ASBSU's support for student
soldiers.
Jeremy Pearsall, Idaho State
University student lobbyist,
spoke at Thursday's Senate
meeting. Calling himself "an
avid opponent of the approach-
ing war with Iraq," Pearsall said
he wants to make ASBSU's
anti-war resolution a template
for a similar resolution at ISU.
"We arc the people who'
would be out fighting. I feel that
this is a good resolution, and I
hope ISU adopts or supports a
similar one," Pearsall said.
Rick Hachtel; ASBSU lobby-
ist, .said the resolution is an
appropriate symbolic act to
oppose war.
Additional voices in support
of the legislation included
Lauric Gardner of the Campus
Greens, Baxter Andrews of the
College . Republicans and
Tabielle Antchckov, a sopho-
more majoring' in Political
Science.
Other students voiced oppo-
sition to the resolution.
China Veldhouse, ASBSU
chief-of-staff, suggested polling
students about the opinions
expressed in the resolution
before passing it. She also said
that 'such a sensitive resolution
should pass only if senators
agreed unanimously upon a
third reading of the legislation.
"If it's not unanimous, it's
not fair to go through with this
resolution," Veldhouse said.
"Beyond that, I really don't
think that there is anything we
can do about this war, especial-
ly not by marching on the
Statehouse. If the students of
BSU want to make a difference,
the march ought to be on the
offices of someone who actually
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Partly dDUdy
helps set policy on the national
level not the state level, like
Butch Otter's office."
Dave Earnhart, a Gulf War
veteran and freshman majoring
in art education, said at last
Thursday's Seriate meeting that
this resolution does not reflect
his views.
"This is not 'Desert Storm
II.' This is not about oil: It is
about terrorism," he said.
Earnhart, who was with a
special forces group during the
Gulf War, showed the senate a
scar on his stomach from expo-
sure to mustard gas.
"I got this from war. My
insides arc falling apart, but if
my country called, I would do it
all again," he said.
"I saw the looks in peoples
eyes when we liberated Kuwait.
Even the prisoners of war arc
treated better by American
forces than they were treated as
citizens of Kuwait.
"Right now, Saddam sits rich
and fat in his palaces and lets his
people starve. I don't hate the
Iraqi people at all. I think this
war could benefit them as well,"
he said. .
ASBSU tabled the resolution
last Tuesday to seck more stu-
dent feedback before deciding
what to do with it.
Experts to speak
on eating disorders
The Boise State Health and Well ness
Center is sponsoring a series of events on cam-
pus this week during Eating Disorder
Awareness Week, beginning Feb. 24.
The Health and Well ness Center is bringing
expert advice to campus to inform students
about eating disorders. Experts say eating dis-
orders typically eoincide with underlying emo-
tional issues, stemming from models learned
in childhood. Unrealistic models can con-
tribute to emotional distress, identity confu-
sion and cognitive distortion.
Millie Smith, LCSP and an adjunct faculty
member at Boise State who specializes in
eounseling patients with eating. disorders,
blames the media for inducing eating disorders
in young people.
"The media is the number one influence in
the onset of an eating disorder," Smith said.
Genetics may also play a strong role in the
development of an eating disorder.
Eighty-five percent of eating disorders
begin in adolescence between the ages of 10 to
19 years old, and manifest themselves between
the ages of 20 to 39.
Eating disorders occur in higher numbers of
women than in men. Currently, five percent of
women and one percent of men in the United
States are diagnosed with eating disorders.
These disorders arc characterized by guilt
about eating, avoidance of social engagements
involving food, anxiety about weight and over-
exercising.
Aaron Evcrhard, a psychologist at BSU's
Counseling Services Center agreed with Smith
about the media's influence in the onset of an
eating disorder in men.
"Absolutely. If you look at men's health
and fitness magazines, you see this image of
the perfect male body, and you see men in
gyms working out, trying to attain this perfect
body," Everhard said. .
Everhard explained some of the differences
between eating disorders in men and women.
"Men do suffer from eating disorders, yet
due to the diversity of cultural and social roles,
and the expectations placed on men, men tend
to hide their eating disorders," he said.
To classify an eating disorder, the
Boise poets voice opposition to war
By Jessica Adams
The Arbiter ------
In conjunction with similar
events nationwide, Boise poets
joined together for a night of
poetry against the war on
Wednesday at the Interlude, a
Boise bar. .
Widely-known editor and
poet Sam Hamill declared Feb.
12, 2003 as International Poets
Against the War Day, after First
Lady Laura Bush cancelled a
poetry symposium at the White
House upon learning that
Hamill and his colleagues
planned to read antiwar poetry,
Organized primarily by
Boise State English professor
Martin Corless-Smith, the
Boise Poets Against the War
attracted a diverse crowd.
Corless-Smith said he decid-
ed not to hold the event on cam-
pus since the university has not
taken an official position on the
war. He said he wanted people
"
to voice their opinions, whatev-
er they might be.
"This is an opportunity for
people to publicly announce
concern about the war. Not
everyone has to have the same
political views, it's important
other views arc read," Corless-
Smith said.
"This is nominally a democ-
racy. If Bush is defending
democracy, it should be a
democracy," he said.
Matt Reiter, a BSU student
working on his master's in ere-
ativc writing, said he didn't
expect such a broad-based
turnout that night.
Approximately 50 people
attended the readings.
"Whether overtly political,
or on the surface, everyone read
with care," Reiter said.
"This is just the beginning,"
he said,
Neal Kaufman, BSU educa-
tion major, stepped up to the
microphone' t<J read his piece
and told the audience that he's
never written or recited a poem.
"This was a good chance for
me to come out, so relax 'cause
I'm picturing you all naked,"
Kaufman said.
"This is about stepping out
of your comfort zone and doing
something that makes you
uncomfortable for the sake of
something bigger than you."
Ryan Fay, local poetry slam
winner, said poems arc like
bricks that fit together to build a
walkway., .
"My voice tonight was like a
lot of voices everyone shared
tonight," Fay said.
Boise poet, Ricardo Duran-
Milburn, gave an impassioned
. reading of one of his poems.
"Terrorism is like a tick/it
. can't be stepped on/it bas to be
pulled out," Duran-Milburn
said. .
Jerry Carter, local horticul-
turist and political activist,
praised young people for voic-
ing opposition to the war.
"This to me is what this
country is about. Young people
- your angst, your anger - I love
it. Older people like me - you
need to take it for what it is,"
Carter said.
ASBSU senators, Aubrey
Salazar and Pam Magee, pre-
sented the ASBSU Senate reso-
lution calling for students to
march to the capital in-the event
that U.S. Congress declares
war.
Salazar said she's' a student
concerned about the war - on
and off the senate floor.
"We're looking to allow stu-
dents to voice. concerns in a
peaceful way," Salazar said.
Magee said open forums
such as Boise Poets Against
War, bring faces to the names of
those who arc called to war:
"This helps recognize that
we arc all affected by the war;'
Magee said.
"Terrorism is like atick/it can't besteppedonlit has to be pulled out.-Boise poet Ricardo Duran-Milburn
I i
Diagnostic and Statistic Manual IV, a tool
used for the psychological classification of
mental disorders, characterizes anorexia as
possession of a distorted body image, an
intense fear of fat and a refusal to maintain a
normal body weight. .
In women, amenorrhea, the absence of men-
struation for at least three consecutive months
is a symptom in the DSM-1V classification of
an eating disorder. Bulimia nervosa has the
same DSM-IV criteria, but is defined as the
cycle of binging and purging, and the use diet
pills and laxatives to control weight.
According to Everhard, DSM-IV does not
provide comprehensive evaluation of eating
disorders.
"The Clients I have treated with food prob-
lems generally fall into the area of dysfunc-
tional eating patterns or dysfunctional eating
behaviors and not necessarily a DSM-IV clas-
sified eating disorder such as anorexia nervosa
or bulimia nervosa," Everhard said.
Eating disorders typically involve eating
rituals or restrictive eating patterns that control
the person's life and decisions, impair the per-
son's daily functions and endanger the per-
son's physical, psychological and emotional
wellbeing.
See Eating Disorders page 3
Eating Disorders Awareness Week
. Schedule 0' Events
Monday, feb. 24
Presentation, "Eat Right! Feel Good! LookGreat!"
7 p.m., SUB,Hatch Ballroom
Coilt: Free! ,
Campus Video Series, "The Famine Within"
Bp.m., Special Events Center
Cost $1 Students, Faculty & Staff, S2 General Admission
TllesJ!ay, Feb. 25
Eating Disorders Screenings
B e.m.-3 p.m., SUB,lIetch B Ballroom
Cost Free!
Wednesday, feb. ZG
Presentation and Panel-
Helping Others with en Eating Disorder
4 p.m., SUB,BerDWellR.oOlD
Cost Free!
I
I
I
I
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East . an article posted on TheChronicle of Higher
Education's Web site on
Tuesday.
But Harvard University
Police. Department spokesper-
son Steven G. Catalano noted
that universities were far from
alone on the list of "soft" tar-
gets.
"HUPD was concerned that
the article gave this impression
that colleges and universities
were at immediate risk,"
Catalano said.
"One thing that students can
do is to educate themselves
about the issues of preparedness
and planning," Catalano said.
In addition to buying duct
tape and plastic sheeting, the
Department of Homeland
Security recommends assem-
bling a disaster kit that contains
a battery-powered radio, a first-
aid kit, batteries, nonperishable
food and water.
Other colleges have
increased their security in
response to the FBI warning.
Princeton University issued a
statement on their Web site, and
Syracuse University plans to
carefully patrol a football game
against Notre Dame tomorrow
that will attract more then
30,000 fans.
South
University looks at
applicants' background,
culture, grades
.ANN ARBOR, Mich.-~The
U.S. Supreme Court will decide
by summer whether University
of Michigan's ISO-point admis-
sions policy violates the U.S.
Constitution because of the 20-
point advantage - the equivalent
of boosting a 3.0 toa 4.0 grade
point average - awarded to
underrepresented minorities.
When he ordered his lawyers
to file a brief in the case last
month, President George W.
Bush complained that U-M
~ives greater weight to a minor-
ity applicant's race than it does
for a perfect score on college
admission tests.
The focus of the case before
the Supreme Court is the 20
points awarded to underrepre-
sented minorities. The court will
hear oral arguments April land
is expected to decide the case by
summer.
The lawsuit, filed in 1997 by
two white 'students, Jennifer
Gratz and Patrick Hamacher,
claimed they were denied
admission as undergraduates in
favor of less-qualified minority
students.
In a similar suit against the
U-M law school, Barbara
Grutter, 48, of Plymouth
Township, claims she was
denied admission in favor of
less-qualified minorities. The
case also will be heard April I.
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Signs bearing messages of protest against war with Iraq appeared at the intersection
of Capitol and Bannock last Wednesday. .
physics at Rice, which has sent
three other graduates on to
become astronauts. Henize
passed the oral examination for
his Ph.D. in December.
He's writing the last pages of
his more than l20-page disserta-
tion, research meant to help sci-
entists predict space "weather"
- phenomena such as waves of
solar radiation. In a few weeks,
he starts postdoctoral work in
South Afnca. He'll analyze data
from the Voyager deep space
probe as it leaves the solar sys-
tem ..
A sticker from his father's
shuttle mission is on the center
of his office door at Rice. With
his mother's help, he created a
Web site about his father, also a
noted astronomer, for the Rice
Space Institute.
Being an astronaut's son
means being mesmerized and
frightened by what can happen
when humans venture into the
unknown.
"When you grow up with a
father who's going to sit on hun-
dreds of tons of explosives, you
accept that there's going to be a
danger there," he said.
workplace propriety are clash-
ing at Cal Poly, as a professor is
pushing for a campus-ban .on
viewing pornographic computer
images. .
Linda Vanasupa's proposal
comes after her ex-boss, former
Materials Engineering
Department chairman Robert
Heidersbach, was convicted on
a misdemeanor charge last year
for improperly using the com-
puter at his Cal Poly office to
download more than 13,000
adult pornographic images over
a two-month period, according
to court records.
After an investigation was
initiated, he was placed on a
two-quarter sabbatical and no
longer works at the .university.
Cal Poly administrators would
not explain whether
Hcidersbaeh resigned or was let
go.
"It's not (an) appropriate and
responsible use of state equip-
ment to use it for your own sex-
ual entertainment," Vanasupa
said.
"Why should taxpayer
money go toward professors
viewing pornography'! This
would never fly at private busi-
nesses."
The proposed campus ban,
which the faculty Academic
Senate is expected to vote on as
early as next month, is fueling
debate among some campus
officials who say viewing
pornography is protected under
the First Amendment.
News Editor
Jessica Adams
Phone: .:
~45-8204 xl02
E-mail:
newS@arbiteronline.com
Colleges may be targets for
terror
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.-It's
hard to find a roll of duct tape in
Harvard Square these days. The
code orange level of terrorist
alert announced by the U.S.
government last Friday has
prompted a nationwide shop-
ping spree on supplies that
might be useful in case of a bio-
logical or chemical attack.
On Tuesday, the FBI
announced that colleges and
universities could be "soft" tar-
gets for terrorist attacks.
Colleges arc possible targets
of attacks because they arc
poorly defended, host large
events and contain materials for
nuclear weapons, according to
Astronaut's son sets sights on
exploring final frontier
HOUSTON-Vance Henize
felt sick to his stomach when he
saw the television footage of the
shuttle Columbia bursting apart
over Texas skies.
But the 33-year-old doctoral
student at Rice University said
he also felt more determined
than ever to pursue a spot in
American space history.
He is chasing a family lega--
cy. Like his father, the son
wants to be an astronaut.
He's the youngest child of
Karl Henize (pronounced HEN-
eyes), the oldest astronaut to go
into in orbit when he flew on a
Challenger mission in August
1985. At the time, Karl Henize
was 58. Others broke his record
later. He died in 1993 seeking
another record - becoming the
oldest man to scale Mount
Everest.
Vance Henize is weeks from
getting his doctorate in space
West
Professor wants to ban adult
images from campus
computers
".,'..
Provost Paul Zingg called
viewing pornography on cam-
pus computers "stupid and
wrong." But he said censoring
what employees view could be a
violationoffree speech. ,
"We can't just ignore the
law," he said in reference. to the
First Amendment.
But, Zingg. said, "anyone
who engages in that kind of
activity does so at their own
risk" of creating a hostile work
environment, which could lead
to disciplinary action. .
Vanasupa, with the support
of almost 20 professors, staff
members and students, will
soon present her proposal to the
Academic Senate - a faculty
governing body of about 50 pro-
fessors which votes on academ-
ic policy. The senate has juris-
diction over changing the
"Responsible Use Policy" - a
guideline that outlines appropri-
ate use of Cal Poly equipment,
including computers.
Eugene Volokh,a UCLA law
professor who specializes in
First Amendment law, said prior
court cases do not make it abun-
dantly clear if universities have
legal grounds to censor what
their employees view on state-
owned computers.
Campus Shorts complied by
Melissa L. - Llanes Brownlee
from KRT and U'-Wire news ser-
vices.
Debat~team Wins
~aJnpioDsltiP. -.
The Boise .State debate and
speech team wonits.first-ever
Northwest. Forensic
Conference Division lchampi •
onshi~at . the Western
Washmgton '.. Univem.ity .
Tournament in Bellingham,
Wash~,last weekend.. , .
This is the first conference
championship for Boise State
since the team began compet-
ing at the Division.I lev.el three
years ago. Prior to that; Boise
Stilte won 10 NFC Division II
titles between 1988 and 2000.
E~pert to address ancIent
history of Columbia basin
. Virginia Butler,nn expert
on 'ancient fishing' patterns,
wiII deliver a free lecture titled
"On the Holocene History of
Salmon in' the Columbia
Basin," at 1 p.m, Thursday,
Feb. 20, in the Boise State
University Student Union
Farnsworth Room. .
Butler's talk will explore
ways ancient -fish remains
from' the Holocene era con-
tribute to understanding. past
human subsistence patterns
and paleoecology.
Buddhist nun to discuss
compassion
Venerable RobinaCourtin,
a nun in the Tibetan Buddhist
tradition, wiII deliver a public
talk 7 p.m, on Fridhy, Feb. 21
describing the potential of all
people to become enlightened.
The talk, "Getting to Know
the Buddhas," will lie held at
the BSU. Student Union
Building Farnsworth Room.
This talk will be followed
by a weekend seminar on
Buddhist practices relating to
developing stable compassion.
TIle seminar, also in the
Farnsworth Room, will include
a commentary on the Tibetan
text "Eight Verses of Mind
Training," which has been
praised for centuries by great
lamas and scholars as a power-
ful antidote to anger, jealousy
and other difficult emotions.
The schedule begins Saturday
at 9 a.m, with student-led med-
itation and chanting. Ven,
Robina wiII teach from 10 to
noon and from 2 to 4 p.rn,
~ - s: .
'",,'
'II 1. u;
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Engineering has plans for grant. money
~l~a~~en Consuelo Tussing 'en~ineering education at bache- The engineering department college.
Ie I Iter lor s and master's levels. will primarily use the grant "We have a very large attri-
The Hewlett Foundation then money, which will be awarded tion rate in those early years. If
selected nine schools out of the to them 'over four vears, to help you look at all of the students
17 that wrote grant proposals to retain students in the depart- that show up at Boise State and
receive their grants, spanning ment. . say, "I want to be an engineer,"
from $750,00.0 to $1.1 million. "What we find is our students only about 30 percent of those
The other eight schools that come to us unprepared. for the Will actually get a degree,"
rece. ved grants include higher mathematics in the engi- Gardner said.
University of Wyoming, neering curriculum. That's the The engineering department
University of Utah, University main thing we wanted to focus will also buy additional equip-
of. Nevada, Oregon. State on, getting the students exposed ment for the labs, as' well as
University, Northern Arizona to engineering earlier in their allow professors more time to
University, Colorado School of career, and hopefully helping expand and implement new pro-
Mines, Montana State them advance," Gardner said. grams.
University and New Mexico The engineering department Within the three years that
State University. plans to do this by focusing on Gardner has been with Boise
"We really believe that the the students' first two years in State, he has already witnessed a
whole can be greater than the the engineering program. substantial amount of growth
sum of the parts. By bringing Using a team of faculty within the College of
representatives from the nine members from different En¥.ineering.
schools together on a regular departments, English classes 'It's been a time of real
basis, the Foundation expects to will conduct assignments growth for us. In mechanical
have a much wider impact on relating to engineering, and engineering, our student popula-
engineering education than engineering classes will conduct tion has more than doubled. We
would be possible with just assiflnments. relating to mathe- graduated 12 mechanical engi-
stand-alonepro~rams," said malles. This will enable students neers last May. This coming
Hewlett FoundatIOn Initiative to witness links between all May, we're going to graduate
director, Richard Reis, in a subjects, Gardner said. over 20, and it looks like the fol-
Boise State news services press The engineering also wants lowing Muy, it's going to be'
release. . to raise graduation rates in the over 30," Gardner said.
Ill-equipped engineering stu-
dents at BOise State can now
sigh with relief. Due to the
efforts ofthree Boise State engi-
neermg faculty, the engineering
department received a grant
totaling $1,050,000 taking
effect this June. '
John Gardner, chair of
mechanical engineering, Amy
Moll, assistant professor of
mechanical engineering and
Rex Oxford, coordinator for
graduate studies and research in
the college of engineering,
wrote the grant proJ;1osal 111
response to the Wilham and
Flora Hewlett Foundation who
asked Boise State and 16' other
western engineering schools to
compose a proposal explaining
how they would use up to $1
million to improve the educa-
tion of student engineers.
The Hewlett Foundation
chose these 17 schools on the
criteria that they were state-sup-
ported schools concentrating on
Yellowstone buffalo recovery.fuels controversy
By Jason Kauffman
The Arbiter -------
Mathias sayshe won't run again
government elections ill April. "At the end or the day, Iwas
Mathias said that endorsing a thinking when I moved here in
August 2000, I didn't know
anyone .. The other day I had
lunch with Sen. Mike Crapo.
Professionally, this is great, but
my academic career has to come
first," Mathias said.
Sen. Jim Sherman also
expressed regret at the loss of
Mathias as ASBSU president.
"I hope our country has more
leaders like you in the future,"
he said.
Mathias said he plans to
focus on academics his final
year at Boise State. He also
plans to spend more time
working on his music as we.Il as
helping on student government
committees.
"I don't wear shoes that
often, so I don't really have any
to filL"
The United State's largest
wild bison herd, residing in
Yellowstone National Park, has
grown to exceed the parks rec-
ommended population.
Various public agencies,
including the Montana
Department of Livestock, have
expressed concern for the herd's
rapid growth.
. According to a National
Acadcmy of Sciences panel, the
herd is now in excess of recom-
mended levels by nearly 1",000
individuals.
The Buffalo Field Campaign,
based in West Yellowstone,
Mont., formed after public out-
rage over the slaughter of 1,000
bison during the winter of 1996-
97.
Since, members of the cam-
paign documented actions made
by the Montana Department of
Livestock in its management of
the Yellowstone bison.
According to Alicia Walker,
a campaign volunteer, the
Buffalo Field Campaign is the
only group dedicated solely to
the protection of Yellowstone's
last wild bison.
"The buffalo field campaign
documents everything that hap-
pens as the buffalo ncar the edge
of the park and everything the
DOL docs. We're just watching
their every move," Walker said.
Most crf the controversy sur-
rounding the bison arises when
they leave park boundaries in
search of winter grazing and
during the spring calving sea-
son.
According to Walker, when
bison cross thc park boundary, a
boundary they do not recognize,
they come into contact with
ranchers and the DOL.
. "In the spring, the mothers
By Elizabeth Puckett
The Arhiter -------
After stating Boise Statc
needs a studcnt body president
who knows what they arc doing
and can give I I° percent,
ASBSU President Chris
. Mathias told student senators
Tuesday he will not be running
for the position next year.
"My professional develop-
ment has come at an academic
cost, and I feel that my
continued service would be a
disservice to the students of
Boise State," he said.
Mathias said over the past
two semesters that student gov-
ernment under his direction has
accomplished many goals. He
listed the development of a paid
position to chair the Martin
Luther King Jr. commemora-
tion, the ASBSU Web site -
A native buffalo runs outside of Yellowstone Park.
go across the line to migrate and
feed and give birth. So that's
when they start hazing them,"
Walker said.
Montana ranchers arc con-
cerned about the herd's positive
Bmcellosis status. '
Brucellosis is a disease that
docs not negativcly affe\;{ wild
bison, but can cause cattle to
abort their young.
According to Walker, there
have not been any documented
cases of bison to cattle transmis-
sion of the Brucellosis disease.
"Elk arc more susceptible to
mingle with the cattle then buf-
falo arc. Buffalo actually are not
out of the park at the sarl1e time
the cattle arc around," Walker
said.
According to Karen Cooper,
public information officer of the
Montana Department of
Livestock, the DOL has
received undeserved scrutiny
and bad publicity' as a result of
the bis\ln controversy.
"The Montana Department
of Livestock is actually one of
five agencies involved in the
management of the Yellowstone
bison herd. The other agencies
arc Montana Fish Wildlife and
Parks, . the National Park
Service, The U.S. Forest Service
and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture,'" Cooper said.
The five agencies involved in
the Brucellosis issue arc work-
ing towards eradicating the dis-
ease from all wild bison in
Yellowstone.
"Once the disease is gone,
the Montana Department of
Livestock will not be- involved
in the management of the buffa-
lo," Cooper said. .
According to Alex McNish, a
Boise State student who volun-
teers for the Buffalo Field
Campaign, her main concern is
the role of the DOL and its atti-
tude toward wild bison.
"My biggest question is why
docs the DOL have any say
regarding wild animals?"
McNish said.
McNish said a possible solu-
tion to interaction between
bison and cattle would be sea-
sonal are,i closures to cattle
where there arc bison.
"We as humans have the
choice to make these decisions,
and it is our duty to make wise
decisions. The buffalo is our
national heritage and is a mag-
nificent animal," McNish said.
which he hopes will help foster
relations bi:tween students and
their representatives - the devel-
opment of the new recycling
program and the recent equity in
education billboard campaign.
'.'The hardest part of this last
year W<lS giving 50, 60 or 70
percent of my time to foster
pubhc relations," he said.
Peg Blake, vice president for
student affairs, tt}ld Mathias at
the meeting she hopes his future
endeavors arc as successful as
his run in office.
"[Mathias'] finest accol11-
plishment was really building
bridges with the constituency
and administration," she said.
ASBSU senators seemed to
agree with Blake. Sen. Aubrey
Salazar expressed her disap-
pointment and asked Mathias if
he planned to endorse a candi-
date for the upcoming student
Chris Mathias
candidate wouldn't be fair
because the position is such a
boost' personally and profes-
sionally.
~A-.'
Info:426-1 22S
O.Cenfer:426-1946
http://entertalt,,,,ettf,bolsestate.edll
t.\
Boi .. State Univer~i1y Re.ource.
Te talk in per.on aboul an .aling disorder. can I"" Boi .. Sial. Uni,ersily COlIO.. ling Canlar.t
(20al 426·1601. Counsaling Servi",. is located on the shth ftOOl in the Boi.. Sial. Education
Building.
For clinical.ervice •• the Boi.. Slata Health and W.nnm Cenler i. avaiJabla. can (2081426·
1459. boiseslale .• duJ.tuoonthe.llhlindox.htm
~ ways to help a friend
. ,with an eating diso!der
1. Do not takelhe rasponsilitity lolaly on your shoulders. You cannot force an anorexic 10 eat; prevent.
buJimicIrom binging "IdIor purging; you ca"",,1 .... then - lhey need 10make that decision lor IhemsaIv".
2. Remembar, eating disorders do not happen overnight. By the time you have nOliad the iJInas.s or the
suff"er has contided in you, it's bkely Ihallhe beh.vior has b... going on for e ,.ry Ioog lime and lhe
emotional distress accompanying the disorder has been present even lenger.
3. Try not to concentrate on the food. The u.ting disorder is often about the emotions behind the load.
4. Support end encourage your loved one to elprus himlherself to you. learn 10 listen !uefltivaly. You might
net understand everything that is going on and it is okay to admit that in a gentle way.
5. Make the effort not to passjudlJITl80t on your friend or family member.
6_ Preaching about what they should or should not be doing or tet::ng is net the best way to approach I
person you love with an eating disarder.1f they ask lor advice. give it. but in a gentle and nol-lhreataning
malUl8l. Encourage your Joved one to seal profsssional help.
7, Often individuals with friends or family members with an eating disorder take on the role of Food Police.
Statements such as, "What have you eaten today?- or "What were you just doing in the bathroom?- are not
necessarily constructive for you or the person sulfering from an ealing disorder.
Eating Disorders from page 1
People with an eating dis-
order often experience psy-
chological disorders such as
obsessive-compulsive disor-
der, mood and depressive
disorders and personality
disorders. Individuals with
eating disorders arc at high
risk for suicide, display low
self-esteem and may engage
in substance abuse. They arc
also at risk for being in abu-
sive, relationships.
People who have an eat-
ing disorder arc also at risk
for developing physical
problems including thyroid
dysfunction, gastrointestinal
dysfunction and stomach
problems such as ulcers,
heart problems, weakness,
dizziness, fatigue and an
increase in the risk for bone
fractures and osteoporosis.
Lack of food intake sup-
presses the hypothalamic
function, which regulatcs
the hormone cycles and con-
trols sleep, hunger, mood,
growth and reproductive
processes. In women, these
hormonal imbalances can
cause amenorrhea. In ado-
lescents, restrictcd caloric
intake and poor nutrition
stunts -growth.
Smith said Boise State
offers hope for people who
struggle with bulimia and
ano·rexia.
"An eating disorder is
100 percent recoverable.
Recovery is about mind,
body and soul," Smith said.
"A person in recovery
nceds someone to coach,
teach and direct them," she
said.
BOISE +STATE
U N I V'E R 5 IT Y
Career Center Services
Career, Intemship & Part-time, Summer,
& Temporary Employment Listings on BroncoJobs
Career Counseling
Resume & Job-Search Assistance
http://carccr.boisestatc.edu
426-1747
11173 Univc'!'sity Drivc
(in the Alumni Center across from the stadium)
Has your club done
something, outstanding?
II
pply at the StlJdent Involvement Center
in the Student Union. Call 426-1223 for more information.
• Applications are due the .
Firstday of each month.
. Sponsored by: Student Involvment, ASBSU .
and Alu,\,nl center
EllIlI"""'"
• .JVOLUNTEERC'·"iOIl11~)~~~~~
turday!
. Join us ...
Volunteetswill gather in front of
the Gipson room from 8:30-9:00
by the Food Court in the
Student Union Building.
You can choose froma variety of projects and
participate in a few hours of volunteer service in
the Boise community.
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chilling reminder that we are
indeed vulnerable on our own
soil?
How much more dangerous
then; may they be when we have
hard evidence to believe that
Iraq possesses biological, chem-
ical and plans for nuclear
weapons? When Secretary
Powell presented to the UN
Security council, he brought
forward information that was a
surprise to the UN Inspectors
themselves!
If the US intelligence forces
have been able to gather infor-
mation without the cooperation
of Iraq, which was unknown to
those who are supposed to be
privy to such information, how
much has the Hussein regime
has also hidden from UN
inspectors?
Even then, I believe that the
UN weapons inspectors and the
international community has
been asking the wrong question
with regard to Iraq's possession
of weapons of mass destruction.
For too long we have asked,
"Does Iraq have these
weapons?" The fact is that we
know they have had these
weapons, and the question
should become "where are they
Beware 01 Crickets bearing phones
follows: "Obligating only one of
two or more parties, nations or
persons, as a contract or an
agreement. ".
With that definition in mind,
I consider the current state of
affairs. As of late, more than 43
countries have come on board in
support of the war against Iraq,
including more than half of the
European countries, and all but
a few of the countries surround-
ing Iraq.
Now, in spite of the fact that
there are more remedial math
classes taught at BSU each year
than there are total number of
US allies, I would hope that the
"multi-laterality" of this pro-
posed action would be recogniz-
able.
Yet, in spite of the nearly
unanimous European voice, the
three European countries now
forming an "axis of cowardice" -
have, however, managed to
expand their power of opposi-
tion to redefine the meaning of
"unilateral. "
Somehow France, the
world's preeminent pusillani-
mous country, has managed to
amass credibility in spite of
their historical proneness to
appeasement. Let us merely
Cricket translated her voice
into some new robotic form.
She sounded like an old
smoker with one of those
voice devices held up to a
hole in their necks. It was as
if - because Cricket couldn't
manai?e to drop the whole
call- It settled for just drop-
ping individual words.
I tell my friends now
before they call me that
should I actually desire to
hang up on them, I'll pre-
cede it with a barrage of p~o- ,
fanity. If not, it's just my
demon-possessed phone.
If Cricket service itself is
terrible, far worse is the
Sisyphean ordeal of calling
I-S00-Cricket in order to
accomplish anything,
including paying the bill.
The Cricket service phi-
losophy evidently stipulates
that it is never in the cus-
tomer's best interest to
speak to a human being
ever. I don't consider myself
a violent person, but I've
had two separate recent
dealings with their hotline
that make me want to find
their office and spray it with
bullets.
The first was when the
antenna broke off my phone
because I'd committed the
daredevil act of carrying the
phone in the pocket of loose
khaki pants.
You could easily fault me
for the wanton, destructive
manner in which I treat my
property - but you still
couldn't work up the
begrudging tone of the
Cricket operator (angered at
being awakened from her
nap) who informed me that
Where are your graduation photos?
Consultant name
Consultant titk
Cansulsan: pbon«
Visit www.crcativemcmorics.com
or call me Crcativl: Memories
, Home Office to find a Consultant
near you. (800) 341-5275
Coming Soon,
Lessons in Love .
remind them that if it weren't
for our intervention just a few
short years ago, they would be
speaking German.
Oh, and Germany? As Ann
Coulter said, "Since when does
Germany have any moral
authority?" While anti-
Americans are obsessed with
labeling President Bush as an
instrument of the political beast,
they somehow overlook that the
German Chancellor, more than
any American, has used the
potential war for political pur-
poses.
So then, with the exception
of the "axis of cowardice" and
the anti-American left within
the United States, which is made
up largely of exhibitionist
Hollywood stars and angry, cap-
italism-hating college profes-
sors, the majority of the world is
allied with the US and its objec-
tives in Iraq. The boat then, is
not empty, but rather, brim:
mingo
The second assertion,
although irrational, fact-igno-
rant anti-war activists are ped-
dling, is that Iraq poses no threat
to the United States or to human
freedom. Where were these peo-
pic on Sept. II'! Was this not a
as long as I didn't carry an
extra $2 a month of insur-
ance, they wouldn't replace
my phone if it spontaneous-
ly combusted. Since then,
I've met two other people
with my same phone, whose
antennas have also broken
off.
The second time I dealt
with their hotline was in
order to pay my bill.
This time, there was no
operator to take my call. In
order to access a human
being or any meaningful
service options, it is neces-
sary to outwit the automat-
ed system.
When calling Cricket,
first comes the delightful
strum of a banjo followed by
a redneck computer voice,
sounding like the late
"comedian" Jim Varney's
Ernest character.
Ernest offers the caller
many options, except that of
speaking to a human. He
makes the offer several
times to tell you about the
various new features and
0f,tions that Cricket offers.
T lis takes several minutes,
there is no way to skip it,
and every time Cricket
drops your call you are
~equired to listen to it again.
When you are fortunate
enough to reach a payment
menu, Ernest gives you the
option of paying by check or
credit card. Evidently in
Cricket country they have
not heard of a debit card.
After several failed
attempts during which
Ernest hung up on me say-
ing, "I'm not sure what hap-
pened, please try back at a
later. time," I trick the sys-
tem into letting me talk to a
human being.
I accomplish this with
two ingenious maneuvers. ,
First, I put down my
phone and called from my
roommate's Verizon. Then, I
tricked the menu 'into direct-
ing me to an individual in
charge of connecting new
service. I then proceeded to
beg this individual to allow'
me to stay on the line and
Anti-war types use same old .excuses
Guest---
.Opinion
By Brad Christensen
President of College
, Republicans -------
Enough already with the
tired anti-war mantra of the
Chomskyites and Marxists!
Let us address these naive
and fallacious contentions from
the perspective of a non-sheep,
that is, without the tainted and
biased indoctrination of our
Socialism-ology and Commie-
ification professors.
The first weary war objection
is that this is a "unilateral"
action, that the United States
cannot amass an alliance, but is
rather, "going at it alone." This
one was peddled to Boise State
students in the Feb, 10 edition of
The Arbiter by one of their
many resident commies and,
Che-wannabes, Edvin Subasic.
For the leftists and otherune-
ducated people on campus, let
us define "unilateral." Perhaps
the most relevant definition is as
By Sean C. Hayes
Satirist
The Arbiter -------
I cherished my cell phone
the first week of August,
bought with my financial
aid check, like a child with a
new toy on Christmas.
Every time it rang, it was
manna from heaven, like
'Sally Field at the Oscars,
"They like me, they really
like me."
Later I wanted to tell my
friends to call me during
classes, particularly the
dreaded Linguistics, just so I
could shyly scramble to my
bag to shut it off. "Can I help
it if I'm just so popular?"
But soon thereafter, I dis-
covered the dark side of the
cheerfully named Cricket.
The little Motorola I'd once
deemed cute and charming-
ly small was as inconsistent
as the performances of
Nicolas Cage and as flaky as
a stoned Whitney Houston.
My mother called me on
my birthday and the evil
Motorola dropped her call
three times. When I was able
to get through to her,
Photo-safe Scrapbook Photo Albums
Classes and Workshops .
Business Opportunities
direct me to anyone who can
assist me.
I finally get a young man
on the line, who despite not
sounding at all foreign,
barely spoke English. His
computer showed me living
at two addresses ago,
although my, phone had
only been hooked up a few
months before.
When I gave him my new
address, he got every aspect
of it wrong: number, street,
apartment and zip code.
Even though he is a human
being, he has also never
heard of a debit card. He
fails to accept payment by
the card or personal check,
so I demand to speak to his
supervisor, whom he has
repeatedly on the line any-
how.
Two hours and multiple
beers after I've called
Cricket - by demanding to
speak to the upper crust of
management - I was finally
able to pay my bill and my
crappy service was recon-
nected to suck anew for
another month.
Though no one would
consider me a pillar of
strength, I like to think I'm
not tlie most emotional per-
son in the world. During
that raft scene in Titanic, it
was all I could do not to
light up a cigar and laugh
my ass off like Robert
Deniro in Scorcese's version
of Cape Fear. I have, howev-
er, burst into tears on the
line with Cricket.
I'd thought that a low-
end phone would be per-
fectly reasonable, turn off
the service at any time, no
deposit necessary. If I had it
to do over again, I'd have'
paid through the teeth for a
real phone. .
. Now the sounds of the lit-
tie Cricket ringing don't
give me the same thrill as
before. I don't even bring
my phone to class, and
when my phone beeps at
home with a flew message, I
think, "Oh God, what do
they want?"
. HAVE' ,
QUESTIONS ...
ABOUTLOVEl•
The Arbiter's
relationship guru,can help
send letters to love@arbiteronline.conl
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now?"
Are they in the hands of ter-
rorist cells operating across the
country'! If so, the potential
threat to the United States and
the world becomes much more
real.
Also, we must address the
fact that Iraq does pose a signif-
icant threat to US interests. One
of those interests does happen to
be oil.
The anti-American, anti-war
movement is, again, united on
this front. They all sing the same
refrain, "This war is for oil."
They say it as if American poli-
cy makers, specifically
Republicans, were oil-mongers.
The thirst for oil that is attached
to these people is almost unreal
in its vehemence. Do American
government officials greedily
want this oil to keep in their
backyards or something?
The latest line is that the US
military has plans to seize the
oil wells as soon as a military
incursion begins. This, they
claim, is evidence that the gov-
ernment's plot is to seize the oil
in the Middle East.
Don't these people remem-
ber what happened 10' years
ago'! Hussein set fire to oil
fields, destroying millions of
dollars worth of the precious
resource and blackening the sky
. for weeks. Like the children
with which he surrounds his
palaces, it is hispoliey that "if I
can't have it, no one can!"
And finally, at the most dis-
gusting level, we have the radi-
cals who have apparently seen
far too much Palestinian propa-
ganda, those who are willing to
sacrifice even their lives to
defend this generation's ugliest
moral reprobate.
Maybe only when these
"human shields" arrive in
Baghdad and are taken hostage
, by Saddam and are used, as test
subjects for deadly nerve gasses
will these sheep finally.be cog-
nizant of the fact that the steps
now being taken by Iraq's ruth-
less dictator are reminiscent of
Hitler's Third Reich.
My only hope is that our
American Special forces can
penetrate the Iraqi Republican
guard soon enough to rescue
thesepeople so that America's
Higher Education and Film
industries don't suffer a tremen-
. dous blow.
We encourage readers to respond in letters. for ,
publication. Letters must be 300 words or fewer. Please
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The Boise State cheerleaders cheer on the Broncos in the Pavilion.
wanted to play in the Western
Athletic Conference and still be
able to play in front of his
wanted to go back and be able to
play in front of my friends and
family," Haynes said.
AarBay.e.
III1B
14.4
5.5
family.
"I really wanted to play in
the WAC, and Boise State
recruited me. Plus, I really
2nd 9th
personal high as a Bronco with
30 points and 9 rebounds
against Tulsa in The Pavilion.
"The Tulsa victory has to be
my most memorable experience
here, especially when we had
the 'w' at the end."
Haynes said he feels confi-
dent about the rest of the season
if he and the rest of the team
remain focused. If they can, he
believes they will be in good
position to go into the WAC
tournament.
"I also have a goal of helping
the team to win more games this
year than they did last year in
conference," Haynes said.
Haynes will always have.a
cheering section in California,
and he now has one in Boise as
well. .
Haynes makes name as Bronco hoopster
By Tanya Dobson
TheArbiter -------
TheBoise State cheerleaders
pur~ued their first attempt at col-
legiate-level cheerleading last
weekend in Las Vegas when
they competed in the United
Spirit Association Collegiate
National Championships - and
the Bronco crew showed the
crowd they have what it takes to
compete at a Division I level.
"We definitely built a reputa-
tion for ourselves," junior Cole
Clinger said. .
The competition included
many categories for both cheer-
leading squads and dance teams.
Seventeen teams competed in
the Division I cooed cheerlead-
ing - the same division as Boise
State.
The event lasted for two-
days. On day one, all teams were
randomly selected to present
their routine to a panel of judges
backstage before they were able
to compete. This was to ensure
the routine was not illegal. After
that, they performed in front of
the judges to see if they would
either go home, or remain as one
of the top eight finalists.
"Everyone was shocked that
a first year team like ours made
it eighth out of 17," Clinger said.
By Tanya Dobson
TheArbiter·'-------
When Aaron Haynes trans-
ferred to Boise State from
California last fall, he left
behind both Sacramento City
Junior College and, most impor-
tantly, his large cheering sec-
tion.
"I come from a real big fam-
ily," Haynes said.
The third child of six,
Haynes is the tallest in his fami-
ly at 6 feet 7 inches tall. In con-
trast, his 18-year-old brother is
only 5 feet 10 inches.
"My brother and I are com-
plete opposites . .I'rn tall and
skinny and he's short and
stocky," Haynes said.
Haynes is not the only one in
the family with talent, his broth-
An ecstatic Boise State team
came back the second day to
compete in the semi-finals.
They improved on their rou-
tine and thought they competed
to the best of their ability.
"Our difficultly level wasn't
as high as the other squads. We
have a lot of freshman on the
team without a lot of experience,
and we're just excited for what
we did," Clinger said.
Long Beach State University
won the co-ed Division I cham-
pionship.
"It was the first time we've
competed collegially and we
really, did handle the pressure
well," Clinger said.
The United Spirit
Association has been in opera-
tion for over fifty years holding
camps, competitions for junior
high and high school and college
students. They are also involved
with many professional football
and basketball events providing
halftime-show entertainment.
Boise State's Harvey Neef
Main line Dancers were also
among the competitors at the
USA National Championships.
They finished seventh in their
respective dance division. The
Mainline Dancers have won at
the USA Collegiate National
Championships four times.
er plays football and runs track
at Fresno City College, and his
younger sister is playing high
school basketball.
Haynes chose Boise State as
a way to satisfy his needs. He
2nd 17th
WAC teams cornpete in "Bracket Buster"
"
By Wendell Barnhouse
KnightRidderNewspapers-
A catchy, alliterative name
plus ESPN telecasts might be
cnough-to help some Little Guy
teams prove they belong on the
same bracket with the NCAA's
Big Boys.
That's the concept behind
Saturday's Bracket Buster
event. Eighteen teams from
seven conferences-the
Western Athletic, Missouri
Valley, Mid-American, Sun
Belt, Big West, West Coast and
Horizon-hopc to catch the
eyes of the NCAA Tournament
committee, which will select
and seed this year's field in a
month;
"The success of the Bracket
Buster concept \ViII be if one of
these teams is able to play their
way into the tournament as an
at-large team or a team
improves its seed with the boost
from winning on 'Saturday,"
said WAC commissioner Karl
Benson. "It's probably
more of an exposure opportuni-
ty for us. The WAC is having
three ESPN games on that day,
and that's never happened."
Benson, a member of the
NCAA Tournament committee,
and Missouri Valley
Conference commissioner Doug
Elgin, a former member of the
committee, worked with ESPN
to make the Bracket Buster hap-
pen.
Over the past six NCAA.
Tournaments, 151 of the 204 at-
. large spots in the NCAA
Tournament have gone to teams
from the six' Bowl
Championship Series confer-
ences: Big 12, Atlantic Coast,
Big Ten, Big East, Southeastern
ahd Pac-IO.
Benson bristles at the .term
"mid-major" when applied to
his league, but the seven confer-
ences involved received only
three at-large hids last season.
"You can fight being (called)
a mid-major, but there arc six
leagues out there. Period," Mid-
American Conference cornmis-
. sioner Rick Chryst said.
"I think it's an oppor-
tunity to shine some really
bright lights on our programs at
a time of year when there's
some interest in our confer-
ences. And it's an unbelievably
unique effort to do something
with our schedules."
participate in the Bracket Buster
because of the uncertainty
involving its opponent.
"We had already signed up to
play Duke,"Butler coach Todd
Lickliter said. "I didn't know
where we would play. I was
going to .have to blindly say,
'Let's put the conference and
potential fatigue up against get-
ting some exposure.' As I just
weighed everything, it just did-
n't make any sense to us."
Mountain West commission-
er Craig Thompson, a former
chairman of the NCAA
Since his short stay in Boise,
Haynes has proved to be a cru-
cialassct to the Bronco squad.
On Jan. 18, Haynes scored a
called to participate in Bracket
Buster?"
Last year's dominance of at-
large bids by the major confer-
ences was blamed on the NCAA
Tournament committee's igno-
rance of teams outside the top
six conferences.
"We think that (the NCAA
Tournament) should reward
teams for excellence, not neces-
sarily reward them for medioc-
rity," Horizon commissioner
Jon LeCrone said. "These
games arc' important, but so is
the remainder of the season. I
Photo courtesy of KRT
Dante Swanson and the Tulsa Golden Hurricane take on Gonzaga in Saturday Night's
final "Bracket Buster" at 10 p.m, on ESPN. .
The event, though, is not . Tournament committee, didn't
being met with across-the-board believe his conference belonged
enthusiasm. If ever a team need- in 'this so-called "mid-major"
ed to bust a move on the brack- • event
. et, it would be Butler, Last year, "Why would we want to be
the Bulldogs lost. in the first involved with this? I'm looking
round of the Horizon League at "USA Today" and reading
tournament and failed to receive words like 'lesser leagues' and
a bid despite a 25-5 record and 'ambitious.' That is just not for
victories over Indiana and us," Thompson said. "We rank
Purdue. ahead of the Pac-lOin power
However, Butler declined to ratings. Do you think they were
I
II
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sincerely -believe the national
committee will pay attention to
these games,"
Five of the nine Bracket
Buster games are on ESPN or
ESPN2.
"We've been struggling to
get TV games, but this is a start
of something that could be real~'
Iy good in the future," Hawaii
coach Riley Wallace said. "It's
a tough trip for us in the middle
of the season, but we're willing
to do it to draw some attention
to our program and to the
WAC"
Some of the games arc com-
pelling. Fresno State, the top
team in the Western Athletic
Conference, plays 'at Creighton,
the top team in the Missouri
Valley Conference. Hawaii at
Kent State, Wisconsin-
Milwaukee at Southern Illinois
and Tulsa at Gonzaga also
should be tasty matchups. .
"I think it's kind of neat
they're doing this," Fresno State
first-year coach Ray Lopes said.
"It's providing an opportunity,
and for us, it's the only opportu-
nity to be on national televi-
sion."
And then there are some
matchups that will be seen only
in the television markets of the
teams involved.
"We had our bracket busted a
while ago," said Tim Buckley of
12-11 Ball State, which plays at
18-8 Western Kentucky. Ditto
for Northern Iowa (7-14) at
Louisiana Tech (12-9), and
Illinois State (4-18) at Marshall
(11-1 I).
All nine games will be
"returned" next year, with the
home teams playing on the road
against their visiting opponents
in non-conference games that
will be held in November. (The
exceptions are that Hawaii and
UC-Santa Barbara will play
each other and Kent State will
play at Detroit.
"Being a mid-major, it's a
step we have to take," said
Detroit coach Perry Watson,
whose team plays at UC-Santa
Barbara. "We have to take gam-
bles that the power confer~nces
don't have to take. This is the
hand we're dealt, and we're pre-
pared to play it."
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coach. ·Dan
Hawkins has
, withdrawn his
name from con-
sideration for
the' head foot-:
ball .coach position at
Oregon State.
"I .am very impressed
with, the direction and lead-
ership of Oregon state foot-
ball,' Hawkins said. .
"I was very flattered by
the, opportunity to discuss
.the situation with Oregon
State Director 'of Athletics
Bob DeCarolis and members
of the search team. They ,
have an exciting futUre m'
front of them."
"Upon final analysis, I
feel too positive about the
direction of Boise State and
. our football program.. The
growth and progress made in
every area since. ~ have
arrived here has been
tremendous," he said,
Under Hawkins,: Boise
State is 20-5 including last
year's team that finished the
season ranked 12th in the
ESPNIUSA Today Coaches
poll, and 15th in the
Associated Press media poll.
"Most of the general pub--
lic usually equates these sit-
uations as having to do with
personal gain, that has never
been the case with me," he
jaid,
"I am excited about the
prospects for the future, ,and
working with. the entire
Bronco community in our
quest for excellence."
In the past four seasons,
Boise State has posted an
overalI record of 40-10, the
fourth best record in NCAA
I-A football.
Chambers earns
Gymnast of the Week
> .• '
Boise State's
Carla Chambers .
received this
week's Western
Gymnastics
Conference Co-
Athlete of the:
. Week honors,
along with' Utah State's
Meagan Nelson. Chambers
scored a 39.25 in the < alV
around at home and Nealson
scored' a 39.225 at NCState
last week. ".'
Chambers won .the: all-
around versus" Brigham
Young with 'Scores of 9.625
on vault, 9.9 on bars; 9.8 on
beam arid 9.925 on floor. Her
total of 39.25 was her season
high.
The Broncos host . Cal .
State Fullerton .tomorrow
night in The Pavilion.
Polowskl name~WAC
Playel' ,of the·,Week
Boise State's
Erin Polowski
has' been named
"the. .Western
\' A tlrlc fic
Conference
women's tennis
Player ,of .the
Week.
Polowski, a junior from
Boise.Jdaho; went 3-0 onthe
week for the Broncos, knock-'
ing off her opponents from
Hawai'i, New Mexico and
Washingtoll State from the
No. 4 position. She was the .'.
Bron~~' on~ysingl~player
to WlnagamstWashington '.
State. Polowski and :ctoubles ',.
partner, . Jemima Hayward, '
went 2~1 from. the Nod dou-
bles spot' The' only .'1085[01'
.the pair was. ·.,againstNew.
Mexico's MaJa. KVllce\(,•and
Tjasa Suva!c,8-6."'..,
Her overaUsingles r<:cOrd
is 13-5,Hi:r. overall ,doubles -.
record.withHQY\\'ardis20~5.;.·.
The. Broncos ~aye aweek'P~
beforeheadingro '~olo~
SpriIigsFeb.;28~thtPugh.
Marc\12: ....'
.-t-'''._.~t+'AIR NATIONALGUARD'
Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Fu/l-TimeStudents If!
* Montgomery GI Bill .,Montgomery GI Bill Kicker
• State Tuition Assistance' .. CashBonuses
to Student loan Repayment Program
For More Information contact:
TSgt Rod El.on .
.422-55SJ7 or (8ool-6;U -390St
~~
Boise State Big Band
Feb 19. 12,lpm. FIreplace Lounge
Marian Anderson String Q.uartet
Feb 22. 8:00pm. Special Events Center
Tickets S 5 ·10 through Select-A·Seal.
Drum Central '
Feb 26. 12-1pm. FIreplace Lounge
Bertlce Berry . , .
March 6. 7Pm.8peclal Events Center
. -i
t .
)'
·i~:'~~,.,.
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By Lauren Consuelo Tussing
The Arbiter -~. -----
On the cover of Jamie
Armstrong's latest book,
Landscapes of Epiphany (Wolf
Peach Press) is a surreal image
of the Boise River. A fog rises
from the river in rich, golden
hues as the small ripples fade
under the calm fog.
Armstrong, who took the
photograph when the weather
was just right to produce the
fog above the water, allows the
reader to see the familiar river
in a new way. Like the image
of the river, Armstrong's
poems allow the reader to
explore natural sights in a new
way.
"Nature and a relationship
to it is a large part of what
inspires me. Poems seem to
arrive, for me," Armstrong
said.
But, turn the page of
Landscapes of Epiphany, and
you'll also discover a different
world, almost entirely separate
from the images of natural
beauty that Armstrong evokes.
While attending a reception
after a poetry reading at the
Literary Log Cabin, Armstrong
heard a phrase that brought
with it one of his poetic
"arrivals." It was not inspired
by nature, but culture.
"Suddenly ... the phrase
'Ask your doctor if network
television is right for you'
came into my mind, so [ knew.
that the poem was starting that
way," he said.
The poem that the phrase
inspired, "Ask Your Doctor,"
is included in Landscapes of
Epiphany. It reads [ike a tclevi-
sian commercial for the latest
prescription drug, including
instructions and side effects.
Armstrong writes, "In clini-
cal studies some viewers cxpe-
ricnced disoreinta -It ion when
asked if the phrase 'reality TV'
is pa~:ldoxical/or simply rcdun-
dant.
Writing has always been a
part of Armstrong's life. His
niothcr, who was an English
teacher, helped nurture his love
of poetry. Although he doesn't
remember writing poetry until
he was in high school, he fond-
ly remembers learning about
•
DlvenloDB Editor
. Lauren Ccnsuelo Tussing .'
Phone:
345·8204 .xl04
E-mail: .
.••••.•• di_i'""',birero"~~m
. I
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;
Poet Jamie Armstrong enjoys writing poetry, riding his bike and taking pictures while surrounded by nature.
Photo by Kelly Day. The Arbiter.
haikus in elementary school.
Now, Armstrong has an'
entire book of haikus pub-
lished called Moon Haiku
(Hallelujah Too Press, 1999),
which he wrote over a one year
period, writing a poem for each
named full moon.
"What Iwould do is I would
wait until we were actually in
that full moon cvcle and then
just sec what carne to me,"
Armstrong said.
"In November, for example,
I'd be out going along the
river, either walking, bicycling
or running, and then I would
notice the cottonwood leaves
still floating down the river, so
I would get a lot of my images
from nature based upon the
seasons here, even though"
those full moon names origi-
nated in what's now the
Midwest or Northwest United
State."
A ftcr Armstrong graduated
from Stanford with a bache-
lor's degree in English and a
master's degree in English
Education, he spent time teach-
ing English to both high school
and college students.
While teaching at Menlo
College in California,
Armstrong's interests shifted
from English to education as
hc came into contact with stu-
dents who had problems read-
ing despite their high level of
intelligence.
"It turned out that the litera-
ture [ was teaching for elec-
tives at that time was basically
introduction to poetry. And I
found that a lot of people who
had reading difficulties would
sign up for the poetry class
ON THE CORNER OF 15TH & GROVE
~'~"!~~~~~~€7rj
a'if)R ~ ~ ~J!3~'?em::fl) If:1Ul nm lim !lDl trn m::
B~ ~ ~ W?) ~;j ttl: l~ t:1lI9~AHl\~ WJ ~
-IJ)~ ~, \,l1YIA"'; ~'> S·· . 1!J.l" ~;;·IJ"lW"··IE' E" M" " .i' .' :~, }, j,~ i " - '.', -ff~~' 'f " . .:.c' '.>- _, c, '" ',' ".' '.., '~.,. ," ..->:" •. ; ,~_ ..;
o PRIVA TEDANCES AVAILABLE
c:> 2-4-1 DANCES ALL NIGHT!
<»> /VEIlV' VIP ROOIVIS
- POOL TABLES,. DARTS
AND SA TELLITE SPORTS
...A TIII'IA VAILABLE INSIDE
[=!Hf' gnk S ff.JHBHCrnaDs
. --Sundays--
5 FOP $5 DPine~s
(\/Veil, \/Vine & Draft)
4pm-9pm
S8n sundays
Service Industry Night
$3 Shots All Night
9pm_til close
--lIIIondays--
POoDTOUrananlJenO
Cash Prize for 1st & 2nd -Place
- .$5 Domestic
$7 Micro Brew Pitchers
-- Tuesdays--
TeqUila Tuesdaus APe Back
$2 T~quila &"$"j'Coror,las
--VV~dnesdays:"'- .
Beti-wen wednesdays
$2 \/Veil Drinks
9pm til 12am
-- Thursdays-- -
TPopical Thursdays
$3 Long Island Ice Tea
$3 Blue Havvaiian • $3·MaiTai
$3 Sex on the Beach· $3 Tequila Sunrise
--Fridays & Saturdays--
'$1.50 ShOD ,specials
Every Hour. on the, Hour
"1500 VV. GROVE ST.
, _O.S~ ..... &3702 .
20&.429.&229
HOURS: 4PM-2AM SUN-THU-4I1M-3AM FRI-SA
Mus1: be 21 or older 1:0en1:er
because the quantity of reading
pages was nothing like reading
70 or 100 pages of a novel
three times a week," he said.
He began to learn more
about the teaching of reading,
and Menlo College paid for
him to get a reading specialist
credential from San Jose State
University.
Armstrong then created a,'
learning assistance .program at
Menlo College, and he com-
pleted his doctoral work in
reading at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-
Champaignc.
He came to Boise in 1992
when he received a job at
Boise State.
As well as having two
books of poems published,
Armstrong wrote a textbook
titled Reading Tools for
College Study (McGraw Hill
Primis, 200 I).
Although Armstrong con-
tinues to teach education, his
fondness for nature keeps him
writing.
Diversions
Armstrong explores social commentary with poetry
Support good cinema
by avoiding 'Chicago'
Musical lacks depth
to the extreme
needs no help in projecting
alluring sensuality, but she's not
given anything interesting to say
or do, other than dance and flash
her thighs.
Richard Gere is Billy Flynn,
Roxie Hart's uber-confident
lawyer. He's boring as hell too,
though some aging divorcees
may be ·titillated by the dance
number where he strips down to
his boxers.
Queen Latifah makes an
appearance as "Mama" the
prison matron, one of two near-
ly interesting
roles. The other
is a peripheral
character, an
apparently
i n n o c c n.t
Hungarian
woman who
gets hanged.
With this
i n j u s t i c c
C hi c ago
might've hit an
important
theme, but
nope, it divorces itself from real-
ity far too often 'to make any-
'thing more than very superficial
comments about anything.
None' of the danger or gritti- '
ness or racial tension of 1920's
Chicago is shown, only a ridicu-
lous amount of fluff and pomp.
A few ofthe dance scenes arc
fairly elaborate and impressive,
but unless you've a fetish for
often violent, long-legged
,women in g~rtcrs and sequined
leotards, this film (docs this'
~ount a~ film?) won't be terribly
rmprcssive.
Unlike Moulin Rouge, which
was a bad movie, but an
enthralling spectacle, Chicago's "
drab atmosphere and inconsis-
tent music won't distract you'
from the desperately lacking
story or tin foil. characters.
'If you're' that easily -entcr-
tained by banality, go to church.
It's usually cheaper.
By Jim Towcill
The Arbiter -------
By nature, musicals are prone
to having thinner plots and sim-
pler characters than other pro-
ductions.
Action and characterization
driven by song and dance num-
bers just aren't ableto develop
as fully.
Few watch
Grease because
they identify
with the rich-
ness of Sandy's
experience, but
Chicago takes
this lack of
depth to an
extreme.
Its charac-
ters arc flatter
than Baghdad
in G.W. Bush's
fantasies and its'
plot is far less
exciting than a duck 'hunting
video.
Renee Zellwcger, sultry as a"
cradle full of dry erase markers,
plays Roxie Hart, a wannabe
club singer who shoots her lover
and goes to jail.
She commits the' crime, not .
because her fling abuses her, but
because he lies about having a
showbiz contact. Such is ·the
shallowness of the entire cnscm-
. ble.
John C. Reilly is Amos, her
perpetually jilted and longsuf-
fering wimp of a husband who's
doggedly devoted beyond all
reason.' .
He's not interesting or sym-
pathetic, but his tecth-grittingly
bad. . dance performance
might've been great had he just
shown a little leg.
Catherine Zeta-Jones is
'Velma Kelly, a· professional
club singer who is Hart's idol
turned competition. Zeta-Jones
IDAHO .
d 0 'if n tow n bolu
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Beneflt for orphaned children staged at SPEC
pepartment of Music
to-sponsors event
By Justin Prescott
The Arbiter ----.,..- __
The Boise State University
Department of Music is co-
sponsoring a concert benefiting
orphaned children around the
world.
C~ildren's Adoption
Services Inc., whose services
range .from adoption to hunger
aid, is sponsoring the event
being held in the Special Event~
Center this Friday.
, Among the performers is the
Chair of BSU's Department of
Music, James Cook, who is co-
, sponsoring the event.
Also scheduled to perform is
violist Neil Gu, a visiting pro-
fessor, and Vice President of
CASI's Humanitarian Efforts
program.
: Gregg Anderson, an adoptive
farent and alumnus of several
symphonies from Los Angeles
to Naples, will be playing viola.
o Ming Gao, concertmaster of
tbe Naples Philharmonic and
former member of several other
symphonies, will play violin.
: The pre-concert party, which
starts at 6:30 p.m. in the Bishop
Barnwell room on the second
floor of the Student Union, will
lnclude food and drinks as well
as an opportunity to meet the
five musicians who will perf~rm
at the concert.
: CASI representatives will
also be there to answer ques-
tions and provide information
about the foundation.
~ The CAS I Foundation for
Children, which was started in
Boise, is a nonprofit organiza-
tion with the goal of helping
~rphaned children around the
:,vorld.
" They also help feed children
in countries such as Haiti and
Azerbaijan where many have
trouble finding families to take
care of them.
Education is also a priority
for CAS!. Through education
By Aaron Bredenkamp
Daily Nebraskan (U. Nebraska)
All the members of this
Midwestern quartet were influ-
enced by music at an early age.
This eventually led them to
becoming music freaks in high
school in their small town of
Stillwater, Okla.
They all found security in rock
'n' roll, and the All-American
Rejects were born.
After releasing an independent
album on Doghouse Records in
October, they were quickly
snatched up by Dreamworks,
who soon reissued their album
and started the pursuit of press
for the group.
It's already starting to payoff as
the boys can be heard all over
-_~,,~~vil',mak.S
'B.n'-Affleckflrst'
I'D"el... '
where there were none 'and
helped train new orphanage
directors to start foster care pro-
grams in their communities.
Most recently, with the help
of the Chinese government, they
started an orphanage in
Jaiochcng, China. -
CASI has expanded them-
selves from the first office here
in Boise to offices and foster
care programs around the world.
This concert is one of several
fundraising benefits cAsI has
organized which have 'helped
them maintain financial stabili-
ty.
For further information on
CASI and their services, check
out their website at www.adopt-
casi.org.
Tickets for the VIP section
and pre-concert party are $200
and general seating is $50.
All proceeds will be con-'
tributed to the orphaned chil-
dren who CASI helps.
Neil Gu holds Lily Samson, an adopted baby from China. Photo COUltesy of CASI Foundation for Children.
A second-line comic book
hero soared to a first-rate
oPening at the movies this
weekend. . "
Daredevil', raked in $43;5
million '"and set showbiz
buzzing 'aboilt, whether Ben,
Affleck will finally emerge as
•a grade-A solo. Hollywoodstar.' . ,
The hunky 30-year-old
Affleck has been on the brink
of that elite stature for several
years, after starring roles in
the likes of Pearl Harbor,
Reindeer Games and The Sum
of All Fears. .
But he has not yet broken
from the pack that includes
his pal and Good Will Hunting
co-author' and .staf Matt
Damon, and he's better
known these days as Jennifer
Lopez's fiance. ,. . .
Daredevil had the second-
highest opening ever for a
February movie, trailing only
Hannibal, which earned $58
million in 200 I.
It helped give this year's
Presidents' Day weekend a 22
percent boost over last year.
"Ben Affleck has given
solid performances before and
this is another one," said Paul
Der~arabedien, president of
Exhibitor Relations,. a
Hollywood trade group.
"While some people point
out that in a superhero role
you're covered up for much of
the film, the trailers featured a
lot of Ben. He certainlygets a
lot of the credit for the film
doing this well."
But Dergarabedien cau-
tioned against comparing
Daredevil too closely with
Spider-Mall, last year's $400
million blockbuster - even
though it was the success of
Spider-Mall that sent film-
makers rushing to produce
Daredevil. '
"It's futile to compare any-
thing to 'Spider-Man'
because that was the biggest-
opening movie of all' time,"
said Dergarabedien,
"That was so big that it did
propel its star, Tobey
Maguire, into the stratos-
phere."
The romantic comedy How
to Lose a Guy in 10 Days,
helped by a' Valentine's Day
surge on Friday, finished sec-
ond to Daredevil with an esti-
mated $19 million.
Chicago, basking in 13
Oscar nominations, finished a
strong third with $12.6 mil-
lion and should soon surpass
$1oomillion~ .... .
.' Disney's new animated
The .Tuilgle Book 2 finished
fourth. .
Next, weekend's lineup
includes the'CiviiWat epic
Gods and Generals. the Kurt
Russell drama Dark Blue, the
raunchy comedy Old. School
and the Kevin Spacey depth-
penalty drama The Life of
David Gale. .
sponsorships, they help make
sure orphaned children get a
proper education.
Adopting families are also
educated about the responsibili-
ties of adopting a child. Courses
include preparing for placement,
attachment disorders and multi-
cultural families.
CASI has set up orphanages
mainstream radio with their first
single, "Swing, Swing," which
is even starting to get played on
MTV.
The album begins with "My
Paper Heart," which sounds like
a more electric Dashboard
Confessional. This is mostly
due to Tyson Ritter
(bass/vocals) sounding just like
Dashboard's Christopher
Carraba.
The music,' however, is less
singer/songwriter than
Dashboard and has a more elec-
tric feel to it.
All this adds up to giving it
more pop appeal than other
indie groups out there.
This continues with the pop-
punk guitar riffs of "Your Star."
The lyrics still play an important
Don't 'rej ect' this 'All-American' band
Guide to love book big on
sarcasm, short on advice
By Andrea Svoboda
Mustang Daily
(California Poly State U.) --
There comes a point in a col-
lege student's life where party
'hook-ups and one-night stands
lose their appeal.
Yearning for something
more, students scan the horizon
for Prince Charming to whisk
, them away to the promised land
of "happily ever after.".
.. So ... where the hell is he?
Carina Chocano, author of
Do you' Love me or am 1Just
Paranoid? The Serial
Monogamist's Guide to Love,
would most likely tell the reader
he doesn't exist.
Her book is a humorous.
approach to dating in the 21st
century. This is not an informa-
tive self-help book. .
You do not want to look for it
in Barnes & Noble dressed in
· sweats, face swollen from cry-
. :jng because your blissful three-
'week relationship with Marco
'went down the tubes.
Instead, this is a book that
-was written in an extremely
tongue-in-cheek manner.
r It give's no constructive
·advice;' instead, it points out all
the dumb and 'needy things
women do for love.
It might-be fun to laugh about
it with a group of girlfriends, but
'when 'read alone it-might give
· the reader an extreme sense of
hopelessness and despair.
Those who read the book
. need to know how to identify
sarcasm. For example, the read-
er is' informed that we cannot
pick our mate; but instead we:
take what we can get.
Want to know how to find a
. boyfriend? Chocano advice:
"Keep making those desperate .
calls to friends. Eventually,
somebody will return your call.
This person is known as your
brand-new boyfriend." ,'.
While her view of love may
be distorted, by'bitterness, there
'are actually some issues she bits .
"
-,
right on the head.
For example, Chocano points
out that sex is an agreement, but
it is no longer considered bind-
ing. She proposes that potential
partners sign a Precoital
Agreement before doing the
deed.
The aercemcnt: that sex will
have emotional value to each of
the parties. ,
She also said the serial
monogamist avoids finding true
love by continually falling in
love with the same types of-
guys. Some of the examples she
gives are "the Mingier," "Mr:
Crusty" and "The Drummer."
"The Mingier" is " ... a snap-
py dresser with a mouth that
makes up for that nose/ bald
patch/ walleye/ gout." -
While you might not run into
these guys in the halls, it does
seem that wherever you go,
women fall for the same rela-
tionship-destroying types of' ,
men.
Just because Prince
Charming hasn't been. spotted
.yet doesn't mean he doesn't
exist.
Avoid negative thoughts and
keep this book on the shelf.
Books can- classify and general-
ize relationships, but it is up to
you to decide who Mr.: Right is.
Heck, your perfect mate
might be more of a Quasimoto
than Prince Charming.
You never know.
role and the vocals are still the
focal point of the song.
This is followed up with their
first single, "Swing, Swing,"
opened by an organ that is taken
over by a distorted guitar that
leads you into an emo-pop clas-
sic.
Following the footsteps of
Unwritten Law, they bring rock
with some actual substance to
the Top 40.
. Strong vocals make the catchy
chorus addictive and tum the
tunc into a sing-a-long while the
non-threatening guitars keep the
song out of the hard-rock genre.
They finally bring in an acoustic
for "Time Stand Still."
Although they haven't
unplugged completely - some
electrics join' in for the chorus
- the rest of the song is so sim-
ilar to Dashboard Confessional
it's eerie.
The only problem with this is
that the All-American Rejects
may be written off as copy cats,
rather than receiving the praise
they deserve.
They're not all sappy songs, as,
ironically, "One More Sad
Songs" proves.
Fast pace guitars nrc hard to
keep up with, while angst ridden
lyrics are hurried along by the
pounding drum beat.
With dozens of little touches to
every song, like the addition of
a little piano here and there, you
can tell.they took time crafting
their sound.
The acoustic guitar shows back
up for "Too Far Gone" and this
time is joined by a string sec-
tion. Right before you think it's
a slow lovesick tune, it soon
turns into a rock 'n' roll anthem.
This album' would be well
appreciated by anyone who
can't get enough' of the
emo/indie rock that branches
over to MTV and mainstream
radio.
Or if you have friends addicted
to pop music, this might be the
cure that helps them diversify
their CD collection.
Either way, the All-American
Rejects deserve a listen and
should never be written off as a
replica of other groups.
f our buyers were
ny less demanding,
ou wouldn't love
he clothes
To pla~e your free classified ad, call 345-8204 ext. 119or drop by'the office located at 1605 University Drive (comer of University & Michigan)--~
Computer prob-:
lems? Trblshoot, "
upgrde,purch.con-
suIt, virus removal,
Extremely Low
Cost!! Call Micah @
353-3975. "
Rewardl] $50 goes to
the Person who can
find us a
Responsible yet fun
roommate! Call
344-0098
Drummer wanted
for established Boise
band, to play origi-
nal music 338-5260
FREE!!Two
Parakeets, Finger '
Trained, easy to care
for. !m & 1 F. 2
Cages. 342-9787
Need a Spanish
Tutor? BSU gradu-
ate will tutor you for
only $lO/hr. 5min
from BSU 861-2223
it
1995 Honda Civic
92K, With Snow
Tires! Has a CD
Player too. Please
Call 433-0738.
84 Camaro $950
OBO Desks, files,
crib, tires Call
424-0277
01
93 Toyota PU, Blue
w I chrome, 17's
" front end, & Fender
trim, Bedbox, Soft
Top bed cvr,
Camshaft & Clutch
Swap & more! $4300
424-8420
Kayak $380 w I float
bags, paddles, other.
gear, Gas grill $45 4
dining rm. chairs
$40 869-4909
Mattress Set, Full
Size Brand new in
pkg. Sacrifice $100.
Call 866-7476
79 Chevy P/U 2 WD
Long Bed, Runs
Great! $2000lobo
866-5915
1991 Geo Metro
146K lt's a driver
$600 Runs good.
376-4522 Iv msg.
FIFTH and IDAHO
downtown boilt
2 easy chairs, 2 hide-
a-beds $35 each 26in
TV $45 Heavy
punching bag $30
869-4909
1989Mustang LX 5.D
Power Everything!
AM/PM CD 89K
$3500 or OBO!
761-6036
Italian leather couch
and loveseat. Brand
new still in plastic
Retail $2450 Sacrifice
$899 Call 888-1464
Apple iBook
Graphite SE 466
MHz 320MB RAM
20GB hard drive
DVD CD rom $850
386-9529
Queen Pillow top
Mattress Set. Brand
New-still in plastic.
Must sell $150. Can
deliver 866-7476
Bedroom set 5 piece
Cherry set llrand
new in box Retail
$1450 Sacrifice $395
Call 888-1464
~$enit Fast. Sell it Free.
,,,~e"ad,sforstudents .
'", ..", yes that's right, ~
",ust call 345-8204
!,j~VCiJarl
Cher tickets great
seats Section A 16
2@$95Call 336-1102
King size Pillowtop
mattress set Brand
New-in bag. Must
sell $225 Can deliver
866-7476
2 JL Audio 12W3
Subs w /Box, 2600
Watt Amps, &
Capacitor. $600
Call 424-8420
2Bd/2Ba Mobile
Hm. Close to BSU.
Great for student
w I roommate! Call
Lee@658-1160
92 Honda Accord
DX A/C, CD, 143K,
Great Car!!
$3500lobo Call
841-5216 or 859-4457
Mobile home for
sale $39951968
Ftwd, Meridian Park
2bd, Iba micro,
W /0, 938-7900(d)
939-0963(e)
Roommate wanted
M or F No smoke I cat
$350/mo util inel
Richard 890-1222
M IF Responsible
Roommate Wanted,
WID, Parking,
Modern, $310/m
Inelds. Utilities!
344-0098
DILBERT~
Roommate M/F to
share 2bd/lba, pool,
AC, near BSU Cable
TV 290+1/2 Elec
Call Eric 353-5332
F. Rrnmt needed
ASAP, 2 Bd. 1 ? ba.
$372/mo. Ineld Util.
& Free Cable! Move
in Special 964-3207
~~
FREE UTILITIES I
FREE CABLE TVI
Roommate Needed
to Share 4bd/2ba
Home $270 Imo.
Plus 114 phone &
gas. 344-5905
Affordable
FurnishedHnuaing
Off-Campus
Starling at $295/mo.
MOllthly Movc ill
Specials!
Includes all utilities, cable/
HOO, computer lab. Open 7
days a week.
336-8787
Female Roommate
$300 incl. all util. but
phone. $150 dep, 2
mi from BSU Tom
or Kelly 429-1046
$8.00/hr
Paid training
For more info
call 376-4480
Flexible
Schedule
We need customer
service reps.
20-40 hrs/wk
Evenings
and
Weekends
Home Health Care
Agcy Seeking
Companions, NA's
&CNA's.
Competitive wages
& flexible Schedules.
Apply @ 877 N.
Liberty Ste. 205
Boise, ID 83704 or
call (208) 321-7896
f.vn $1,000· sz.ooo
for JOIII' SIudent Group
injusn hours!
9'#I,nO
MlitipI< wailing oplIooI "wt;e No
carwashts.. No ~ lwt SlJ«tSS1 fundrailifl&
datts .. filingqlidlyC<lwilhltlopro~lIII\
Ihalwo\l
eS!!!1PUS
Bartender Trainees
, Needed. $250I day
Potential. Local
Positions. 1-800-293-
3985 ext 223
+
you may be eligib1e for
$8,000 cash bonus
+
Educational Assistance
$276 a IIIOI1thG.I. Bill
"$240 a year state
$1800 a year federal
c"ll TOlDBlagburn 863-3516
or Rick Sill'lllOl1s841-0534
Wildland
Firefighters Wanted
Exciting Outdoor
Seasonal Position No
experience needed-
Training provided
Apply at 6000
Overland Rd. Tues-
Thur: 1-5pm Fri: 2-
7pm Sat: 8am-lpm
MOVlE EXrnAS/
MODELS NEEDED
No experience nee-
essaryll Eam up to
$150-450 I day!! Call
800-814-0277xI182
Bartenders needed.
Earn $150-250 per
night. No exp neces-
sary. Call 866-291-
1884 ext. U-989
BroncoJobs
4i1filiijE"8i','A@.gjiU
IFind it I
"~
~
CHIROPRACTIC
Looking/or
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
Free job-referral
service
Click BronceIobs
at http://
carecr.boisestate.edu
~MY FANTASY IS TO '5
OWN A LUXURY @
MOTOR COACH. m
I
c
I '0 DRIVE IT TO
WORK AND SLEEP
ALL DAY IN THE
PARKING LOT. IT
WOULD" 6E LIKE
PARADISE.
FREE* ATMs
AT ALL OUR OFFICES
& IN THE BSU SUB!
"BSU ,Employees .and
Full-time Students
NO monthly service charge, NO per item fees,
unlimited check writing,
NO minimum balance requlrernent.Pl.Uf we
pay dividends on your account.
We have NO surcharge* ATMs at all four office
locations PLUS one in the BSU SUB.
Check out our web site at WWW.capmlfcu.otg.
and fREE Home Banking!!!"
Call 208-884-0150 or 1~800-223-7283,
visit our website, or stop by today._Capital.Educators
FEDERALC.REDIT UNION
Accounts Federally Insured to
$100,000 by NCUA, an Agency
of.the U.S. Government
~
"THAT'S
YOUR BEST
FANTASY?
WHEN IT'S TIME FOR
US TO PANIC, WILL "
THER.E BE A.WARNING
SOUND, OR WAS THAT
IT?
Serving all your
chiropractic needs.
Call Dr.Jim Trapp
at 389-BACK
Helping students
and athletes with
back, neck .,and
relaxation therapy
walking distance from sub
10251Jnco1n Ave. Bdse.1D83706
"Askabout our BSUdiscount"
MllOWt· •• __ .....-. ..
IT WOULD
ALSO HAVE
A TV.IN-
CASE I
l"JOKE UP.
TRY AGAIN
WHEN I'M
IN THE
PA.RKING
LOT.
-,
FREE DRAFT
(CHECKING)
ACCOUNTS
275 S. Stratford, Meridian
7450 Thunderbolt, Boise
500 ,E••Hig,hland, Boise
1,2.: l.9!iM~MillanRd~i,Boise
. '_,",";' ',': -.", ". :~""";'.'.- ".. --,' _' < 'c.:. ,',." .
~,
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